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Abstract. Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) make software easy to use
by providing the user with visual controls. Therefore, correctness of
GUI’s code is essential to the correct execution of the overall software.
Models can help in the evaluation of interactive applications by allow-
ing designers to concentrate on its more important aspects. This paper
describes our approach to reverse engineer an abstract model of a user
interface directly from the GUI’s legacy code. We also present results
from a case study. These results are encouraging and give evidence that
the goal of reverse engineering user interfaces can be met with more work
on this technique.

1 Introduction

Enterprise competitiveness in the information age is very much dependent on the
quality of the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) being used [10]. However, the qual-
ity of large and complex user interfaces is hard to maintain. These very rapidly
originate failures, a problem nowadays identified under the usability heading. A
very large proportion of failures in interactive systems takes place due to er-
roneous human actions [12]. As pointed out by Leveson [15], human error in
computer systems use is often due to errors in their user interface design, and
not the sole result of errors performed by the direct users of the systems.

The correctness of the user interface is essential to the correct execution
of the overall software. Regarding user interfaces, correctness is expressed as
usability: the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which users can use
the system to achieve their goals [24]. In order for a user interface to have good
usability characteristics it must both be adequately designed and adequately
implemented, having its target users, their goals, and the operating environment
in mind.

Tools are currently available to developers that allow for fast development
of user interfaces with graphical components. However, the design of interactive
systems does not seem to be much improved by the use of such tools. Interfaces
are often difficult to understand and use for end users. In many cases users have



problems in identifying all the supported tasks of a system, or in understanding
how to reach them. The problem seems to lie more on the design of the systems,
than in their actual implementation.

Problems could be largely solved if designers had methods and tools to

provide indications about the most effective interaction and presentation

techniques to support the possible user activities [22].

Traditionally design aspects of user interfaces have been the concern of
Human-Computer Interaction, while software engineers have been mainly con-
cerned with implementation aspects. Clearly there is a need to enable software
engineers to consider aspects of design when developing interactive systems.

Model-based design helps to identify high-level models which allow designers
to specify and analyse systems. Different types of models can been used in the
design and development of interactive systems, from user and task models to
software engineering models of the implementation. The authors are currently
engaged in a R&D project (IVY – A model-based usability analysis environ-
ment3) which aims at developing a model-based tool for the analysis of interac-
tive systems designs. The tool will act as a front end to the SMV model checker,
creating an abstraction layer where models of interactive systems can be de-
veloped and analysed. The models used are expressed in the MAL interactors
language [3], and express both the information present at the user interface and
the behaviour of the system in response to user input. In the context of the
project we are investigating the applicability of reverse engineering approaches
to the derivation of user interface’s abstract models amenable for verification of
usability related properties.

In this paper we present the initial results of work on investigating the ap-
plication of strategic programming and slicing to the reverse engineering of user
interfaces. Our goal is to produce a fully functional reverse engineering prototype
tool. The tool will be capable of deriving abstract models of interactive applica-
tions’ user interfaces. This will enable reasoning about the design of the system.
In particular we are interested in applying automated reasoning techniques to
ensure a thorough analysis of all possible behaviours of a given system.

In section 2 we briefly introduce the IVY project. Then in section 3 we
describe some related work. Section 4 explains the technique applied in the
reverse engineering of graphical user interfaces. Thus, we describe the model-
based technique used for reverse engineering interactive systems. In section 5
we shows the application of the actual prototype to a simple system. Finally,
in section 6 we present some conclusions and put forward our plans for future
work.

3 http://www.di.uminho.pt/ivy
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Fig. 1. IVY architecture

2 About the IVY project

2.1 The project

IVY follows from the development of i2smv [3], a compiler enabling the veri-
fication of interactive systems’ models using the SMV model checker [18]. The
objective now is to develop, as a front end to SMV, a model based tool for the
analysis of behavioural issues of interactive systems’ designs. This tool will not
only translate the models into the SMV input language, but fully support the
process of modelling and analysis by providing editors, for models and proper-
ties, and a reply visualizer for the analysis of the verification process results (see
figure 1).

A considerable number of tools for model checking have been proposed. In-
teractive systems, however, have specificities that make it difficult to use typical
model checking tools [3]. Two major types of problem can be identified:

– the richness of the interaction between user and system affects the models;
– the assumptions that must be made about the user’s capabilities affects the

analysis of the verification results;

Tools are needed that facilitate modelling, and reasoning about the results of the
verification, from an interactive systems perspective. In IVY we aim at creating
an abstraction layer where models of interactive systems can more easily be
developed and analysed.

Being modular, the tool will also act as a test-bed for different styles of
modelling/analysis of interactive systems. One approach we are exploring is the
use of reverse engineering techniques to enable the generation of models from user
interface code. Our goal is to support the verification of existing user interfaces
in a semi-automated manner. This will not only be useful to enable the analysis



of existing interactive applications, but can also be helpful in a re-engineering
process when a existing application must be ported or simply updated. In this
case, being able to reason at a higher level of abstraction than that of code,
will help in guaranteeing that the new/updated user interface has the same
characteristics of the previous one.

2.2 The language

Interactors act as a mechanism for structuring the use of standard specification
techniques in the context of interactive systems specification [7]. In IVY the
MAL interactors language from [3] is used.

The definition of a MAL interactor contains a state, actions, axioms and
presentation information:

– The state of an interactor is defined by a collection of attributes.
– Actions correspond to events the system can respond to.
– Axioms allow the expression of what effect actions have on the state. In order

to describe behaviour, a deontic logic is used:
• deontic operator obl(ac): ac is obliged to happen some time in the future;
• deontic operator per(ac): ac is permitted to happen next;
• model operator [ac]exp: expr is true after action ac takes place;
• []expr: expr is true in the initial state;
• per(ac) → exp: ac is permitted only if exp is true;
• exp → obl(ac): if exp is true then action ac becomes obligatory.

– Presentation information allows us to assert that a particular attribute/action
is visible. This is done with a vis annotation on relevant attributes/actions.

This language allows us to abstract both static and dynamic perspectives
of interactive systems. The static perspective is achieved with attributes and
actions abstractions which aggregate the state and all visible components in a
particular instant. The axioms abstraction formalizes the dynamic perspective
from an interactive state to another.

3 Related work

In the Human-Computer Interaction area, quality is typically addressed by the
use of empirical methods that involve testing (a prototype of) the system. These
methods work by placing users in front of a system in order to assess its usability.
Analytic methods have also been proposed as a means of reducing the effort
of analysis. These approaches work by inspection of the system (or a model
thereof) and range from less structured approaches such as Heuristic Evaluation
[21] to more structured ones such as Cognitive Walkthroughs [16]. In all cases,
these approaches are geared towards the analysis of the design of the interactive
system, and in particular aspects related to its usability.

The use of mathematically rigorous (formal) models of the interactive sys-
tems, as a means of reasoning about usability issues, has also been proposed (see,



for example, [3, 23]). One advantage of formal approaches is that they enable the
thorough verification of the validity of the properties/system under scrutiny. One
of their drawbacks is the difficulty in incorporating human considerations in the
analysis process. Approaches such as Syndectic Modelling [8] attempt to formal-
ize the user but become too complex to be used in practice. Other approaches
have been proposed were specific aspects of human behaviour are included in
the models (see for example, [23, 4, 2]).

In Software Engineering concerns are more geared towards testing the quality
of the code produced (absence of bugs) and its correctness vis-a-vis the system’s
specification. Testing of user interface implementations has also attracted atten-
tion.

Testing typically progresses by having the code execute pre-defined test cases
and compare the result of the execution with the result of some test oracle. In
the case of interactive systems, models of the user interface are needed both to
aid the generation of the test cases, and for the test oracle. In this area, the
use of reverse engineering approaches has been explored in order to derive such
models directly from the existing interactive system.

A typical approach is to run the interactive system and automatically record
its state and events. Memon et al. [19] describe a tool which automatically trans-
verses a user interface in order to extract information about its widgets, prop-
erties and values. Chen et al. [5] propose a specification-based technique to test
user interfaces. Users graphically manipulate test specifications represented by
finite state machines which are obtained from running the system. Systa studies
and analyses the run-time behaviour of Java software trough a reverse engineer-
ing process [25]. Running the target software under a debugger allows for the
generation of state diagrams. The state diagrams can be used to examine the
overall behaviour of a component such as a class, a object, or a method.

Another alternative is the use of statical analysis. The reengineering process
is based on analysis of the application’s code, instead of its execution, as in
previous approaches. One such approach is the work by d’Ausbourg et al. [6] in
reverse engineering UIL code (User Interface Language – a language to describe
user interfaces for the X11 Windowing System, see [11]). In this case models are
created at the level of the events that can happen in the components of the user
interface. For example, pressing or releasing a button.

In the last decade the reengineering of interactive systems has also been
investigated by several authors. Moore [20] describes a technique to partially
automate reverse engineering character based user interfaces of legacy applica-
tions. The result of this process is a model for user interface understanding and
migration. The work shows that a language-independent set of rules can be used
to detect interactive components from legacy code. Merlo [9] proposes a similar
approach. In both cases static analysis is used.

We are using static analysis as in [9, 20, 6]. When compared to their work our
challenges are twofold:

– We are reverse engineering code for graphical user interfaces, as opposed
to character based user interfaces in [9, 20]. At the moment we are working



with Java/Swing (however, our long term goal is to develop a more generic
approach).

– We are more interested in models that reflect the design of the user inter-
face and the interaction that it creates, than the actual architecture of the
underlying software implementing it. Hence, we need models that are more
abstract than those produced in, for example, [19] or [6].

4 A Technique for Reverse Engineering Graphical User

Interfaces

The technique explained in this section aids in identifying a graphical user in-
terface abstraction from legacy code. This includes identifying data entities and
actions that are involved in the graphical user interface, as well as relationships
between user interface components. The goal is to detect components in the user
interface through functional strategies and formal methods. These components
include user interface objects and actions.

4.1 Graphical User Interface definition

The most usual class of user interfaces are hierarchical graphical front-ends to
software systems. These user interfaces produce deterministic graphical output
from user input and system events. A graphical user interface (GUI) contains
graphical widgets. Each widget has a fixed set of properties. At any time during
the execution of the GUI, these properties have discrete values, the set of which
constitutes the state of the GUI.

This paper focuses on techniques to reverse engineer this first class of user
interfaces. Another class of user interfaces are web-user interfaces that have
synchronization/timing constraints among objects, movie players that show a
continuous stream of video rather than a sequence of discrete frames, and non-
deterministic GUIs in which it is not possible to model the state of the software
in its entirety.

4.2 GUI Slicing Through Strategic Programming

In order to extract the user interface model from a Java/Swing program we need
to construct a slicing function [27, 17] that isolates the Swing sub-program from
the entire Java program. The straightforward approach is to define a explicit
recursive function that traverses the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the Java
program and returns the Swing sub-tree. A typical Java grammar/AST, however,
has 105 non-terminal symbols and 239 productions [1]. As a result, writing such
a function forces the programmer to have a full knowledge of the grammar and
to write a complex and long mutually recursive function. We use a different
approach by using strategic programming. In this style of programming, there is
a pre-defined set of (strategic) generic traversal functions that traverse any AST
using different traversal strategies (e.g. top-down,left-to-right, etc). Thus, the
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Fig. 2. The reverse engineering process

programmer needs to focus in the nodes of interest only. In fact, the programmer
does not need to have a knowledge of the entire grammars/AST, but only of those
parts he is interested in (the swing sub-language in our case).

Strategic programming is a form of generic programming that combines the
notions of one-step traversal and dynamic nominal type case into a powerful
combinatorial style of traversal construction. Strategic programming allows novel
forms of abstraction and modularization that are useful for program construction
in general. In particular when large heterogeneous data structures are involved
(e.g. the abstract syntax tree representing a Java program), strategic program-
ming techniques enable a high level of conciseness, composability, and traversal
control [29, 28]. Strategic programming has been defined in different program-
ming paradigms. In this paper we will use the Strafunski library [14]: a Haskell
[13] library for generic programming and language processing. Strafunski not
only contains the strategic library, but also a powerful GLR parser generator. It
contains also a set of grammars for most existing programming languages (for
example, a full Java grammar).

In order to explain strategic programming and the Strafunski library in
more detail, let us consider the following Java/Swing code fragment:

...

addButton = new javax.swing.JButton();

...

After parsing this code fragment we obtain the following fragment of the
AST:

...

Statement(

StatementWithoutTrailingSubstatement(

ExpressionStatement(

semicolon2(

Assignment(

AssignmentOp(



Name2(Identifier-p(["addButton"])),

equal1,

StatementExpression(

ClassInstanceCreationExpression(

new-comma(ClassOrInterfaceType1(

Name(Identifier-p(["javax","swing","JButton"]))),

[])))))))))

...

Having the knowledge of this particular fragment of the Java grammar/AST,
we are able to define a strategic function that given the complete AST extracts
JButton object assignments. First, we need to collect the list of assignments in
a Java program. We define this function in Haskell/Strafunski as follows:

– We begin by identifying the type of strategy needed to collect the desired
information. We make use of the traversal combinator full tdTU in order to
define a function that traverses the AST in a top-down fashion (although,
in this particular example, we could use a full bu strategy).

– Next, we need to define the worker function that will do the work while
traversing the AST. This worker function identifies the tree nodes where work
has to be done. In the complete Java AST the nodes of interest correspond to
the constructor AssignmentOp (see AST above). Thus, our worker function
simply returns a singleton list with the left-hand side of the assignment
and the expression. All the other nodes are simply ignored! The functions
applyTU, full tdTU, constTU, and adhocTU are library functions used to
construct the results and apply the traversal combinators. Because they are
not relevant to understand our techniques, we omit their definitions here.

This function, named getAssignmentIdentifiers, looks as follows:

getAssignmentIdentifiers :: (Term t) => t -> [([Id],[Id])]

getAssignmentIdentifiers ast =

runIdentity (applyTU (full_tdTU worker) ast)]

where

worker = constTU [] ‘adhocTU‘ getexp

getexp (AssignmentOp left op exp) = return [(left,exp)]

Having collected the list of assignments we can now filter that list in order
to produce the list containing all JButtons objects in the Java/Swing code.

getJButtons :: (Term t) => t -> [[Id]]

getJButtons ast = jButton

where assignments = getAssignmentIdentifiers e

jButton = [a | (a,b) <- assignments

, (b==["javax","swing","JButton"])]

Functional strategic combinators allow us to construct programs that only
mention those constructors that are strictly relevant to the problem. Further-
more, they work for any abstract syntax tree and not only for the Java AST



under consideration in this paper. As a result, the strategic function we define
not only extracts the Swing fragment from a Java program, but may also be re-
used to slice another GUI toolkit for other languages/ASTs. Observe that in the
Haskell/Strafunski code presented above a small part of it is specific of the Java
language/AST. Obviously, we can easily parameterize these functions with that
language specific constructors. It also should be noticed that the basic concepts
of strategic programming are independent of the programming paradigm.

4.3 User Interface Abstraction

In order to define the slicing functions mentioned above, we defined a small set
of abstractions for the interactions between the user and the system. These are
the abstractions that we look for in the legacy code:

– User input: Any data inserted by the user;
– User selection: Any choice that the user can make between several different

options, such as a command menu;
– User action: An action that is performed as the result of user input or user

selection;
– Output to User: Any communication from application to user, such as a user

dialogue;

Through the user interface code of an interactive system and this set of
abstractions, we can generate its graphical user interface abstraction. To exe-
cute this step we combine the Strafunski library with formal and semi-formal
methods, which are mathematically-based languages, techniques, and tools for
specifying and verifying systems. The use of formal methods does not guarantee
correctness. However, they aid in making specifications more concise and less
ambiguous, making it easier to reason about them.

5 An example

This section shows the application of the prototype to a small example. Basically,
the JClass system is a simple Java/Swing ”toy” example allowing for marks
management (see figure 3).

Applying the prototype to the application’s code, enables us to extract in-
formation about all widgets presented at the interface, such as JButton, JLabel,
JComboBox, JTextField, JSlider, JProgressBar, JPanel, etc. To reverse engineer
the graphical user interface of an interactive system it is not necessary to analyse
all of the application’s functionality. Therefore, irrelevant information from the
JClass system is discarded by the tool during the slicing phase in order to make
the representations much more clear.

Once the AST for the application code is built we can apply different slicing
operations as needed. This means we can easily tailor the information (models)
we want to extract from the AST (and, thus, from the code).

Currently the prototype enables the extraction of two types of models:



Fig. 3. JClass system

– Interactors models, which capture a more Human Computer Interaction per-
spective of the system. These models are more oriented towards usability
analysis.

– Event-flow graphs which allow the analysis of the code’s quality from a
software engineering perspective.

In the first case, applied to the code of the JClass application, the tool auto-
matically generates an interactor specification including the initial application
state and dynamic actions. This interactor contains a set of attributes:

interactor JClass

attributes

number, name: String

mark1, mark2, average: Integer

addEnabled, consultEnabled, removeEnabled, clearEnabled,

exitEnabled: Boolean

one for each information input widget, and one for each button’s enabled status.
The names of the attributes are derived from the names of the widget variables
in the code. Note that the String and Integer types must later be defined in
the IVY editor.

The interactor also contains a set of actions:

actions

add, open, close, consult, remove, clear, exit,

setText_name(String), setSelectedItem_mark2(Integer),

setValue_mark1(Integer), setValue_average(Integer),

setText_number(Integer)

one for each button, and one for each input widget (representing user input).
And, finally, a set of axioms:

[] number="" & name="" & mark1=10 & mark2=10 & average=0

[] addEnabled=true & clearEnabled=true & exitEnabled=true &

consultEnabled=false & removeEnabled=false & number="" &

name="" & mark1=10 & mark2=10 & average=0

[add] number’=number & name’=name & mark1’=mark1 &

mark2’=mark2 & average’=average & consultEnabled’=true &

removeEnabled’=true & addEnabled’=addEnabled &



clearEnabled’=clearEnabled & exitEnabled’=exitEnabled

[consult] number’=number & name’=?ref1? & mark1’=?ref2? &

mark2’=?ref3? & average’=?ref4? & addEnabled’=addEnabled &

consultEnabled’=consultEnabled & removeEnabled’=removeEnabled &

clearEnabled’=clearEnabled & exitEnabled’=exitEnabled

[remove] number’=number name’=name & mark1’=mark1 & mark2’=mark2 &

average’=average & addEnabled’=addEnabled &

clearEnabled’=clearEnabled & exitEnabled’=exitEnabled

[clear] number’=?ref5? & name’=?ref6? & mark1’=?ref7? & mark2’=?ref8? &

average’=?ref9? & addEnabled’=addEnabled &

consultEnabled’=consultEnabled & removeEnabled’=removeEnabled &

clearEnabled’=clearEnabled & exitEnabled’=exitEnabled

[setText_name(a)] name’=a & number’=number & mark1’=mark1 & mark2’=mark2 &

average’=average & consultEnabled’=consultEnabled &

removeEnabled’=removeEnabled & addEnabled’=addEnabled &

clearEnabled’=clearEnabled & exitEnabled’=exitEnabled

...

The first two axioms define the initial state of the system. The next four define
the effect of the buttons in the interface. The ?refX? expressions represent values
that must be filled in using the IVY editor. To help complete the model, each
expression is a pointer to the Java code which constructs the value to be assign.
Remember that this is a semi-automated process. At least at this stage, we do
not want to go into the semantics of the application’s functional layer. The final
axiom defines the effect of user input in the name text field. Similar axioms are
generated for all other set actions, for brevity we include only one here. We have
not included the rendering annotations in the interactor since all attributes and
actions are visible (i.e. they are all available to users).

Even incomplete, this interactor already includes considerable information re-
garding the application’s interactive behaviour. For example, the fourth axiom
expresses the interactive state after executing the consult action. We can see
that attributes number, addEnabled, consultEnabled, removeEnabled, clearEn-

abled and exitEnabled remain unchanged, and that attributes name, mark1,
mark2 and average receive new data. Once fully instantiated the model can
be used in the IVY tool for verification of its behaviour.

Alternatively the prototype is also capable of generating the JClass’s partial
event-flow graph (see figure 4). All widgets and their relationship are abstracted
to this graph. As an example, blue nodes specify JButtons abstractions, arrows
specify methods calls from one widget to another.

In this graph, we can see all graphical user interface widgets and their rela-
tionships. Through this particular example, we are able to detect all JClass’s
widgets (JButtons, TextFields, ComboBoxs, etc) and interactive methods called
from these widgets (setText, getText, getSelectedItem, setEnabled, etc).

At the same time, the event-flow graph allows us to detect irrelevant wid-
gets in the JClass system. In figure 4 these widgets are represented through
two disconnected nodes. Basically the JClass code used to generate the graph
contains two widgets which are not visualized nor manipulated by the system.



Fig. 4. JClass system’s partial GUI event-flow graph

These are the open and close nodes in the event-flow graph, which are related
to the open and close actions in the interactor specification actions set.

6 Conclusions and Current Work

In this paper we have shown how strategic programming and slicing techniques
can be combined to reverse engineer user interfaces from application code. The
results of this work are encouraging and give evidence that the goal of reverse en-
gineering user interfaces can be met. A prototype has been developed that allows
us to obtain models of the user interface’s structure and (partially) behaviour in
an automatic manner.

Currently the tool automatically extracts the software’s windows, and a sub-
set of their widgets, properties, and values. The execution model of the user
interface is obtained by using a classification of its events.

The approach has also proven very flexible. From the Abstract Syntax Tree
representation we are already able to derive both interactor based models, and
event flow graphs. In the first case the models capture a user oriented view of



the interface. In the second case the models capture the internal structure of the
code. This enables us to reason about both usability properties of the design,
and the quality of the implementation of that design.

At the moment only a subset of all Swing widgets are being processed by
the tool. Our objective has been to investigate the feasibility of the approach.
In the future, we will extend our implementation to handle more complex user
interfaces.

We will also explore broadening the scope of the approach, both at the input
and output of the tool. In the first case we plan to experiment with different
programming languages/toolkits, in order to make the approach as generic as
possible. In the second case we want to further investigate the possibility of
generating different types of models for analysis. For example, we envisage that
generating Event Matrixes in the style of [26] will be possible.
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